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QUESTION 1

Functional Tester allows you to import an external datapool from which of the following ? (Choose three.) 

A. an external .csv file 

B. another Functional Tester datapool 

C. an existing TestManager datapool 

D. an access (.mdb) file 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Given the following settings: 

Maximum acceptable recognition score 10000 

Last chance recognition score 20000 

Warn if accepted score is greater than 10000 

Maximum time to attempt to find Test Object 20 

How will RFT behave at runtime if the recognition score of a found object is 10000? 

A. It will accept the found object after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write an
Ambiguous Recognition Warning to the log. 

B. It will accept the found object after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write nothing to the
log. 

C. It will accept the found object immediately and write an Ambiguous Recognition Warning to the log. 

D. It will accept the found object immediately and write nothing to the log. 

E. It will immediately throw an ObjectNotFoundException and write an Ambiguous Recognition Failure to the log. 

F. It will throw an ObjectNotFoundException after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write
an Ambiguous Recognition Failure to the log. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What must you do before editing the datapool using an external application? 

A. make it a public datapool 
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B. make it a private datapool 

C. export it to a .csv file 

D. import it from a .csv file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Where do you set the option for switching to Test Debug perspective when debugging? 

A. Preferences > Functional Test > Workbench > Advanced 

B. Preferences > Java > Debug 

C. Preferences > Run/Debug > Console 

D. Preferences > Test 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Not including TestManager or custom logging, how can you organize RFT test results? 

A. define and follow a naming convention for all test logs 

B. define and follow a naming convention for all logs and log subfolders 

C. create as many folders in the *_logs project as needed and drag logs into the appropriate folders 

D. create additional log projects which are associated with the primary RFT project, (for example, _acceptance_logs) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

The two phases of playing back a script are script development and _____. 

A. unit testing 

B. manual verification 

C. reviewing results 

D. regression testing 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

Which three statements are true about HelperSuper classes? (Choose three.) 

A. Scripts can share Helper Superclasses. 

B. Scripts cannot share Helper Superclasses. 

C. Scripts can inherit from multiple Helper Superclasses. 

D. Scripts can inherit from a Helper Superclass that resides in a .jar file. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 8

When you enable web browsers, what is the best way to select the Linux or UNIX web browser? 

A. You use the Search button, choose Search All, select the executable, and provide all the needed parameters. 

B. Modify the registry to enable Linux or Unix web browser support 

C. Modify the Internet Explorer settings to refer to a Linux or Unix web browser 

D. You use the Search button, choose Search In, browse to the executable, and provide all the needed parameters 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What will the following CallScript do? CallScript (myScript, null, DP_ALL) 

A. cause the script to run an infinite number of times 

B. cause the script to iterate through the entire datapool 

C. cause the script to run through 100 datapool values 

D. cause myScript to always pass 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Given the following settings: 

Maximum acceptable recognition score 10000 Last chance recognition score 20000 Warn if accepted score is greater
than 10000 Maximum time to attempt to find Test Object 20 

How will RFT behave at runtime if the recognition score of a found object is 10000? 
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A. It will accept the found object after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write an
Ambiguous Recognition Warning to the log. 

B. It will accept the found object after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write nothing to the
log. 

C. It will accept the found object immediately and write an Ambiguous Recognition Warning to the log. 

D. It will accept the found object immediately and write nothing to the log. 

E. It will immediately throw an ObjectNotFoundException and write an Ambiguous Recognition Failure to the log. 

F. It will throw an ObjectNotFoundException after waiting for 20 seconds for an object with better recognition and write
an Ambiguous Recognition Failure to the log. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three actions are possible with RFT? (Choose three.) 

A. use a wizard to substitute literals with datapool variables 

B. substitute literals in verification points with datapool variables 

C. create a datapool while recording a data-driven script 

D. create scripts in c# 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 12

Given the following code snippet: 

OK().waitForExistence(); 

Assuming that no changes have been made to the Functional Tester default playback settings, which two statements
will cause Functional Tester to wait for 60 seconds for the OK button to appear? (Choose two.) 

A. setOption(IOptionName.MAXIMUM_FIND_OBJECT_TIME, 60.0) 

B. setOption(IOptionName.MAXIMUM_WAIT_FOR_EXISTENCE, 60.0) 

C. setOption(IOptionName.TIME_MULTIPLIER, .5) 

D. setOption(IOptionName.TIME_MULTIPLIER, 2.0) 

Correct Answer: BC 
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